DMCS NON-ACTIVE DOCUMENT/DRAWING
NOTIFICATION

DO NOT USE FOR PERFORMING WORK
USE FOR REFERENCE ONLY

- For Documents/Drawings - View prior revisions by selecting “On-Line History” on this
document’s EDMS screen, or by contacting the appropriate document control center.
- Printed copies must be marked appropriately. Please refer to MCP-557.

NON-ACTIVE DOCUMENT STATUS DEFINITIONS:

CANCELED: The status of a controlled document/drawing that is no longer required for use,
will not be superseded by another controlled document/drawing, and is removed from controlled
distribution. (Prior status codes – Inactive, Expired, Removed, Deleted)

SUPERSEDED: The status of a controlled document/drawing that has been replaced in its
entirety by another controlled document with a different document/drawing identifier. (Prior
status codes – Deleted, Removed, Inactive)

SUSPENDED: The status of a controlled document/drawing that is temporarily withdrawn from
authorized use due to pending completion of required periodic reviews. (Prior status codes -
RUPU)

TRANSFERRED: The status of a controlled document/drawing whose ownership has been
transferred to an external agency or to SMC for control.